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ABSTRACT
Rajata is kept in Loha Varga in Indian alchemy, the silver most commonly used for various
properties are whiter and bright whereas Agrahya Rajata becomes yellowish red, rough and
light. The use of metallic silver is an antimicrobial agent has long been recognized.
Silver yields two key benefits: (i) they are broad-spectrum antibiotics (ii) At the nanoscale,
silver exhibits unusual unfamiliar physical, chemical and biological attributes. Nanosilver
means which are very minute then 100 nm and comprise of 15-20,000 silver atoms.
Due to its antimicrobial property, nanosilver coatings using in special kinds of garments and
coatings on different implants. NS Nano Silver has possessed anti-inflammatory activity and
helps in the management of healing process of the wound, Nanosilver can be used
manufacturing in better dressings for wounds, burns which helps in the rapid healing or repair
of damaged cell process during wound.
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INTRODUCTION

subsequently during 19th century period in

Rajata is known as silver. A detailed

the

description of Rajata you will get it in Rasa

earlier even before the introduction of silver

Shastra (Indian alchemy), proper use of

sulphadiazine cream 5. It is observed that

Rajata both for utensils and medicine

Silver-coated coverings have been proved

started only after the medieval period of

to be active at killing a broader range of

Rasa Shastra. After analyzing the available

bacteria than the cream base, and they cause

books . , Rajata can be described as below:

not as much of irritating in comparison to

Group-? Rajata is kept in Loha Varga in

silver nitrate solution tolerated 6.

Indian alchemy, based on quality, silver is

Silver-coated

of superior and inferior quality. Good

comprehensively in the treatment of the

quality Raiata is heavy, smooth, soft and

wound, especially burn wounds 7,8, chronic

white like Shankha or moon. After cutting

leg ulcers9, diabetic wounds10 and traumatic

and heating it should be clear, non-brittle,

injuries.

white and solid. It bears heat and

containing compounds to sustained silver-

hammering whereas inferior quality Rajata

ion release preparation11 and silver-based

breaks with cracks and looks hard. In the

crystalline nanoparticles12. The practice of

intense fire, The silver most commonly

these combinations and we have to focus on

used for various properties are more white

the mechanisms of silver resistance 13.

and

It is observed that the benefit of Ag Silver

bright

whereas

Agrahya

Rajata

management of infections and burns

These

dressings

coverings

are

differ

used

in

becomes yellowish red, rough and light.

use is having narrow side effects of adverse

The use of metallic silver is one of the

effect, And it can be resolved with cessation

antimicrobial

been

of therapy14,15. The antibacterial commonly

recognized1,2. Silver mainly processes two

available bacterial stains silver-coated

key benefits:

dressings were equated against burn-wound

1) broad-spectrum antibiotics and

pathogens likely MRSA, E. faecalis, P.

2) still allied with drug resistance

aeruginosa, E. coli, E.cloacae, P. vulgaris,

3). Its usage can afford a novel therapeutic

A. baumannii and BM4454, using a broth

property scar wound healing3 it was

culture method. The rapidity demolishing

observed that the antibacterial The activity

these pathogens evaluated.17 During 1000

of antibiotics like penicillin G, amoxicillin,

B.C., the antimicrobial attributes of silver in

erythromycin, clindamycin 4.

rendering potable drinking water were

Diluted silver nitrate solution is was used

cherished16.17.

agent

has

long
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As a metal, silver is relatively inert and is

fibroblasts. However, the working mode of

poorly absorbed by mammalian or bacterial

AgNPs in repairing skin is unknown.

cells. However, in the occurrence of wound

So AgNPs were mainly held responsible

fluids or other secretions, it easily ionizes

management of collagen and causes the

and converts highly reactive in binding to

wound healing process 27. The human body

proteins and cell membranes20. Like to

has many systems one among is a female

other heavy metals, silver is toxic to

genital tract. A way of entry of potential

microorganisms by poisoning as it poisons

nanosilver has been fused into maternal

the respiratory enzymes and constituents of

hygiene products28,29,30, nanoparticles Here

the microbial electron transport system, it

may undergo various processes like binding

also damages some DNA function 21,22. The

and react with proteins, phagocytosis,

greatest

clearance etc.

important

nanoproduct

is

nanosilver. Nanosilver means which are

While these nanoparticles can stimulate a

smaller than 100 nm and contain 20-15,000

spectrum of tissue responses such as cell

silver atoms.

generation and activation of reactive

At the nanoscale, silver exhibits unusual

oxygen species (ROS), inflammation and

unfamiliar

physical,

chemical

cell

biological

attributes.

Due

to

and

death31 done based on various

its

techniques used in the manufacture of these

antimicrobial property, nanosilver coatings

textiles are called “smart textiles” It is

are useful in various types of cloths, useful

observed that Intradermal nanoparticles

in different kinds of implants. NS has

have the ability to enter the subcutaneous

possessed anti-inflammatory activity and

lymphatics32 While Injured skin also

helps in wound healing, wound dressings

permits these micron-sized particles to help

and burns23,24,25.

to improve the dermis and local lymph

It is observed that the experimental wound-

nodes 33.

healing properties of silver nanoparticles in

Dressings and bandages coated with silver

a wound healing observed that it results in

nanocrystallites are good for inhibition of

the speedy recovery and better-quality

skin sepsis-like burns and DVT, or Diabetic

cosmetic look occur in a dose-dependent

ulcers. Nanoparticles to enter through meet

way26. And it is observed that silver

halfway skin barrier and increase access to

nanoparticles (AgNPs) have the potency to

the dermal capillaries. Absorption of

enhance wound healing by accelerating

nanosilver into the circulation has been

re-epithelization and enhanced variation of

indicated. Despite experimental and clinical
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studies

endorsing

dermal

nanoparticles and silver compound has

silver-based

been established. Hence it is being used in

, these obvious differences

clothing, wound dressings etc. Septicemia

might be attributable to the difference in

main cause of people died from burns and

experimental conditions and techniques

diabetic wounds. The US Centers for

working. Thus, the establishment of a set of

Disease Control have forecast more deaths

integrated and standardized evaluation

from antimicrobial-resistant bacteria t by

protocols is necessary.

2050.

It is revealed that Genotoxity observed in

Silver

fast

biocompatibility
dressings

34,35,36

growth

of

in

nanomaterials

the
nano

the

metal

use
in

nanoparticles

are

metal-based

of

silver

nanoparticles and are appreciated for their

those

using

excellent

antimicrobial

properties.

consumer silver nanoparticle products and

However, recently some disadvantages

biomedical

were

applications

resulted

in

observed

in

case

of

fighting

increased exposure to humans and the

infections, such as bacterial resistance. This

environment37.

analysis best part of the treatment tactics of
using wound management and finally
genotoxicity.

DISCUSSION
Modern literature of silver was also
reviewed. The Latin name of silver i.e.

CONCLUSION

Argentum gives the meaning white and

Silver (Rajatha) one of the most ancient and

shining; this supports the appearance of

noble metal explained in Indan alchemy its

silver as lustrous white metal.

ideal form for internal administration is

The modern usage of silver is also a

Calcinated silver (rajatha bhasma). Silver

precious metal in jewellery. It is also used

ions,

to prepare medals and high-end musical

compounds

instruments, in photography, electronics, in

antimicrobial effect. Alcoholic extract of

nuclear reactors and as a catalyst. Apart

rajatha bhasma was formed to be most

from this, medical use of silver is gaining

useful in all types of bacterial strain studied

popularity. Its old use was in dentistry as a

like

dental filling.

aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus and

Now

after

antimicrobial

the
effect

extensive
of

research

silver

ions,

silver

nanoparticles
have

Escherichia

Candida

albicans.

and

silver

indicated

the

coli,

Pseudomonas

However,

Candida

albicans remain resistant against all the test
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drug samples used. In conclusion, silver
one of the noble metal .further studies are
required to expose its qualities.
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